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Fig. 1 Fractal waveform leading to paradoxical pitch perception. 

the tape speed, it will sound a semitone 
lower in pitch rather than an octave higher 
(the usual percept engendered by tape 
speed doubling). 

The explanation for this curious percept 
is based on the importance of adjacency in 
pitch perception6
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• Thus, the tone compo
nent with a frequency of 428 Hz turns into 
one at 856Hz upon doubling. But in com
paring the two chords, the human audi
tory system will identify the frequency
doubled component at 856 Hz with the 
nearest component in the original com
plex, namely 907 Hz. And 856 Hz is a 
semitone lower than 907 Hz. The same is 
true for all other components and thus a 
lowered pitch will be perceived. 

Self-similar fractal structures are applic
able not only in the frequency ('pitch') 
domain but can also be introduced into the 
time ('rhythm') domain with interesting 
consequences. In fact, certain self-similar 
number-theoretic sequences, such as 
the binary Morse-Thue and 'rabbit' 
sequences', give rise to very appealing 
rhythms. 
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PHILIP CAMPBELL REPLIES - Musical 
quantities such as pitch and loudness have 
been found to exhibit !/(frequency) type 
power spectra (ignoring spectral peaks 
due to the basic rhythms of the pieces con
cerned), while noise synthesized with 1/f 
characteristics sounds more 'pleasant' or 
'interesting' than Brownian (1/f ')or com
pletely random noise1

• In view of Dr 
Schroeder's comments it is interesting that 

1/fnoise has fractal properties. Since writ
ing my article I have learnt that at least 
one composer is investigating musical de
sign using fractals'. 
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The mechanism of 
chromogranin A processing 
SIR-Two groups have recently conjectur
ed that chromogranin A or a related pro
tein may serve as a precursor for biologi
cally active peptides in a number of cells of 
the diffuse neuroendocrine system'-', 
based upon the realization that pancreas
tatin, a peptide from porcine pancreas 
that inhibits insulin secretion, is closely 
related in sequence to residues 2 51-294 of 
bovine adrenal medullary chromogranin 
A'. What other evidence is there for this 
relationship? 

Chromogranin A immunoreactivity in 
the pancreas is localized to a variety of 
endocrine cells of the islets of 
Langerhans<-<. The fact that pancreastatin 
as isolated has undergone C-terminal ami
dation suggests that it is produced in an 
intracellular, indeed intragranular, en
vironment rather than being an artefact of 
tissue disruption. Enzymes which might 
excise pancreastatin from the chromogra
nin. A sequence through cleavage at sing
le basic residues and which could catalyse 
its C-terminal ami dation are certainly pre
sent in islets as such reactions occur in the 
processing of propancreatic polypeptide 
and proglucagon7
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• Chromogranin A 
might also be processed at any of the eight 
sites of dibasic amino-acid sequence as 
endopeptidases with this specificity also 
exist in islet tissue. 

In the adrenal medulla, where chro
mogranin A was first described as a pro
tein of relative molecular mass (M,) 
72,000, there is little indication of major 
proteolysis of chromogranin A apart from 
N-terminal signal peptide removal. The 
half life of the protein in these cells is 

comparable to that of the enkephalin pre
cursor, being of the orderof6--8 days•. But 
a very different situation prevails in the 
pancreatic B-cell, where we first encoun
tered chromogranin A as protein of M, 
21,000 (ref. 10). This protein, which we 
called betagranin, was cosecreted with in
sulin and, was shown to have an amino
acid composition and N-terminal sequ
ence similar to bovine chromogranin A 11

• 

Pulse-chase labelling experiments in 
insulinoma cells show that betagranin is 
synthesized as a precursor indistinguish
able in size and immunoreactivity from rat 
chromogranin A (M, 80-100,000). This 
precursor undergoes rapid proteolysis 
soon after reaching the trans Golgi cister
nae and entering the secretory granule 
compartmenrt'. The M, 21,000 peptide 
appears to be a stable end product gener
ated by initial cleavage of the chromogra
nin A-like precursor at a site equivalent to 
Lys114 Arg115 in the bovine sequence by 
the action of a Ca2+ -dependent acidic 
endopeptidase13

• The C-terminal amino 
acids so exposed are removed by carboxy
peptidase H. As the antiserum used in 
these experiments is directed towards the 
M, 21,000 N-terminal fragment we can say 
little about the fate of the rest of the pre
cursor apart from the fact that it too is 
processed but at a lower rate. 

On a molar basis, the estimated amount 
of chromogranin-related peptides in in
sulin granules would at most represent 
one per cent of the insulin contenrt4

• As 
the circulating insulin level generally lies 
in the nanomolar range it would take a 
molecule with an exceptionally long half 
life to achieve a blood concentration 
approaching the 10 nM or so at which pan
creastatin was shown to exert its effect in 
vitro. This might indicate that the chro
mogranin A-related peptides act locally 
on endocrine cells or adjacent vascula
ture. The concept that the pancreatic B 
cell responds to a product of its own secre
tion or to other islet hormones as part of 
an autoregulatory cycle has frequently 
been invoked. It would now appear that 
chromogranin A-derived peptides should 
also be seriously considered in this con
text. 
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